We investigate the existence of a spanning local tournament with possibly high connectivity in a highly connected locally semicomplete digraph. It is shown that every (3k -2)-connected locally semicomplete digraph contains a k-connected spanning local tournament. This improves the result of Bang-Jensen and Thomassen for semicomplete digraphs and of Bang-Jensen [I] for locally semicomplete digraphs. 
In this paper we shall consider finite digraphs without loops and multiple arcs. 
D-A=D(V(D)-A).
A strong component H of D is a maximal subdigraph such that for any two vertices x,y E V(H), the subdigraph H contains a path from x to y and a path from y to x. In other words, every strong locally semicomplete digraph contains a spanning local tournament that is also strong.
In general, the existence of a spanning local tournament with possibly high connectivity in a highly connected locally semicomplete digraph is an interesting problem. In this paper we prove that a (3k -2)-connected locally semicomplete digraph contains a k-connected spanning local tournament (see Theorem 2.2). So, Conjecture 1.2 is also true for k = 2.
To prove our main results we need the following results. 
Main results
We first consider the existence of a spanning local tournament with possibly high connectivity in a highly connected locally semicomplete digraph which is not semicomplete. 
